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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE, 

SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 

 

 

PRESENT : Sri S. Das    

   Additional Sessions Judge  

Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 

 

JUDGMENT IN SESSIONS CASE NO. 253 OF 2011 

U/S 302 IPC 

 (Arising out of G.R. Case No. 2141 of 2011) 

 

State of Assam 
 
 
– Versus – 
 
Sri Debaru Keot 
S/O- Late Budharam Keot 
Resident of- Phulguri Nepalipam, 
P.S- Rangapara, 
District- Sonitpur, Assam. 

           
 

A  P  P  E  A  R  A  N  C  E 
 

 
For the State  :   Smt. R. Chakravarty  

        Addl. Public Prosecutor 
    Sonitpur District 

 
For the Accused :   Smt Niva Devi, Advocate. 

                 
 Date of Evidence : 02–04–2012, 30–08–2013, 
     12–02–2014, 17–03–2015, 

02-06-2015. 
 
 
 Date of Argument :  29-01-2016 
 

Date of Judgment :  09-02-2016 
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J U D G M E N T 

Brief Facts  

   Prosecution case in  a nut shell  is that on 5 -10- 2011 complainant  sri 

Gopal Rajput lodged an ejahar with Rangapara police station alleging that on the 

night of 2-10- 2011  while his elder brother Sri Bhudhu keot was in his house  his 

son Debaru Keot assaulted him with a stick causing grievous injury on his person. 

On 5 10 2011 at about 10 AM injured was taken to Rangapara hospital in a critical 

condition and doctor after examination declared him dead.    

Rangapara Police on receipt of ejahar registered a case being Rangapara PS 

Case No. 220/11 u/s 302 of IPC. Police started investigation and on completion of 

investigation submitted charge sheet against accused Debaru Keot to stand trial u/s 

302 IPC.  

On appearance of the accused person the Ld. CJM furnished necessary copy 

to accused and committed the case to the Court of Hon‟ble sessions Judge and 

Honble Sessions Judge transferred the case to the court for the trial.  

 On receipt of the case record and on appearance of the accused  person this 

court considered the materials on record and upon hearing both the sides framed 

charge u/s 302 IPC against accused Debaru Keot and read over and explained to the 

accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

    Prosecution in order to bring home the charge against the accused 

examined seven witnesses in all. On conclusion of prosecution evidence the accused 

was examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C. The circumstances appearing in the evidence against 

the accused were put to accused and necessary questions were also put to him. The 

accused totally denied the allegations against him. However, defence adduced no 

evidence what so ever.   

        

 Point for determination : 

    That you, on 2.10.2011 at night at village Phulguri, Nepali pam under 

Rangapara P.S committed murder by intentionally causing the death of Budhu Keot 

and thereby committed an offence punishable U/S 302 of the Indian Penal Code.  
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 I have gone through the evidence on record and heard argument of both 

sides. 

Decision, Discussion and Reasons thereof : 

PW 1, Sri Purna Bahadur Thapa , VDP Secretary of Phulaguri Nepaligaon. 

He deposed that both the accused and the deceased are/where known to him. He 

stated that on the date of occurrence on hearing noise in the house of Budhu Keot 

he went there and found Budhu Keot lying dead inside his house. The accused was 

also present in the house of the deceased. He informed police and police came to 

the place of occurrence and entrusted the accused. Police also brought the dead 

body to the police station.  

PW 2 is Sri Gopal Rajput. His evidence is that accused Debaru Keot is his 

step-brother and deceased Budhu Keot was his step-father. He stated that the 

incident took place about one year back on Wednesday at night. Debaru Keot came 

and told him that his father had died. He came to his house and saw his father lying 

dead on a bed. Thereafter, he lodged an ejahar in the police station Ext. 1, is the 

ejahar ext 1(1)his signature. He also stated that after filing the ejahar, police came 

and held inquest  on the  dead body  vide Ext. 2 where he put his signature vide Ext. 

2 (1). He heard that 3 days prior to the occurrence accused Debaru Keot had killed 

his father after having altercation three days prior to the incident.  

PW 3 is Smt. Tilesswari Keot, wife of deceased Budhu Keot.  Accused 

Debaru Keot is her son. She deposed that the incident took place about two years 

back at night. On the date of incident her husband had brought fish and he was in 

drunken condition. Due to want of oil the fish could not be cooked properly. 

Whereupon he threw away the fish and also brought a knife to assault her. At that 

time, her son Debaru Keot came and intervened and if asked her husband to take 

food as it was cooked.  Thereafter, he took a stick and assaulted her husband. At 

that time, she was pregnant. After three days, her husband expired in his house.  He 

was se was taken to the hospital and post mortem examination was done.  

PW 4 is Sri Til Bahadur Thapa. His evidence is that the deceased died on 

5.10.2011. The VDP Secretary and village people called him. He went to the house 

of the deceased. They asked the wife of Budhu how he died, in reply she stated that 
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the deceased brought some fish but she could not cook the fish properly. Then he 

threw away the fish. The deceased tried to assault Tileswari, and at that time her 

son accused Debaru Keot assaulted his father with a stick. After 3 days her husband 

died. Therefore, the matter was informed to the police and police came. On being 

asked accused Debaru Keot he admitted that he had killed his father. Police 

prepared the Inquest Report vide Ext. 2 where he put his signature Ext. 2 (2).  

PW 5 is Dr. Hiranjan Saikia.  His evidence is that on 7.10.2011 he was 

posted as Senior Medical officer at Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur. On that day, he 

conducted the post mortem examination on the dead body of Budhu Keot, male, 45 

years, in connection with Rangapara PS Case No. 220/11, dated 7.10.2011, u/s 302 

IPC, on police requisition, being escorted and identified by Constable No. 657 

Debendra Saikia. On examination, he found as follows:  

 An average male dead body with swelling limbs with foul smelling and 

maggots all over the dead body, with presence of lacerated wound around 4 to 6 

inch length in right side of the scalp and fracture of right temporal bone and 

lacerated brain. Lacerated wound on the right side of the chest with multiple rib 

fractures. Both sides of the lungs were lacerated. Other oranges are healthy. His 

opinion is that the cause of death was due to head and chest injury as a result of 

injuries sustained and ante-mortem in nature. He exhibited Post Mortem report vide 

Ext. 3 where he put his signature Ext. 3 (1).  

PW 6 is Sri Prem Bahadur Tamang.  His evidence is that he the accused 

is known to him, and the deceased was the father of the accused.  He stated that 

the incident took place about 3-4 years back. At the time of occurrence he was at 

Dibrugarh. He heard from the villagers that there was a quarrel between the 

accused and the deceased.   

PW 7 is SI Atul Saikia. His evidence is that on 5.10.2011, he was posted as 

SI of Rangapara police station. On that day, the complainant, Gopal Rajput lodged a 

written ejahar in the P S. On receipt of the said written ejahar, he endorsed to 

investigate the case. 

 He went to the place of occurrence and found accused Debaru Keot in his 

house. He stated that he did not find the deceased in the house of the accused. 

Therefore, he went to the civil hospital, where he held inquest on the dead body of 
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Budhu Keot vide Ext. 2 where he put his signature Ext. 3 (3).  Ext. 4 is the dead 

body challan. Ext. 4 (1) is his signature. He also stated that the dead body was sent 

for post mortem examination at Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur. He prepared a 

sketch map vide Ext. 5 and recorded the statement of witnesses.   

During investigation, he arrested the accused in his house. Ext 1 is ejahar 

1(1) is signature of O/C Lambit Gogoi which he knows. He collected post mortem 

report. On completion of investigation he submitted charge-sheet against the 

accused U/S 302 IPC.  

 

Cross examination of PWs: 

 

Pw 1 in his cross examination stated that he went to the house of the 

accused and informed police about the incident.  

PW 2 in his cross stated that he did not see the incident, but he heard about 

it and lodged an ejahar.  

PW 3 in his cross stated that her husband was a habitual drunkerd. She has 

also stated that her husband was not given treatment after assault. 

Pw 4 in his cross stated that he did not see any injury on person of the 

deceased. 

Pw 6 is in his cross stated that he did not know how Budhu keot died.   

 

Appreciation of Evidence: 

Prosecution has examined five non official witnesses including the 

complainant PW 2, step-brother of accused Debaru Keot and PW 3, wife of the 

deceased Tileswari Keot. Complainant PW 2 in his complainant stated that on 

2.10.2011 at night his brother Budhu Keot had beaten up Budhu Keot (deceased) in 

his house causing grievous injury on his person. He also stated in the complaint on 

5.10.2011 Budhu Keot was taken to Rangapara PHC in a critical condition but the 

doctor declared him dead. In his evidence, he stated that Debaru Keot came and 

told him that his father had died and coming to the house of the deceased he found 

him lying dead on a bed and then he lodged complaint before police on 5.10.2012. 

He was also present when police held inquest on the dead body of Budhu Keot.  

PW 3 in her evidence stated that her husband attempted to assault her and 

her son Debaru prevented him and thereafter Debaru Keot assaulted him with a 
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stick and her husband died in the house. Other witnesses PW 1, PW 2 and PW 6 

stated that on getting information about the death of Budhu Keot they came to 

place of occurrence and came to know that Debaru Keot assaulted Budhu Keot and 

as a result Budhu Keot died.  

From the evidence of the MO/PW 5, it is found that the MO conducted post 

mortem on the dead body of Budhu Keot in at Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur. He 

found swelling limbs with foul smelling and maggots all over the dead body, with 

presence of lacerated wound around 4 to 6 inch length in right side of the scalp and 

fracture of right temporal bone and lacerated brain. Lacerated wound on the right 

side of the chest with multiple rib fractures. Both sides of the lungs were lacerated. 

Other oranges are healthy. His opinion is that the cause of death was due to head 

and chest injury as a result of injuries sustained and ante-mortem in nature.     

The IO/PW 7 stated that on receipt of ejahar on 5.10.2011 at Rangapara PS 

he was entrusted to take up investigation and he went to the PO and the deceased 

was taken to the hospital but he was already dead and he held inquest in presence 

of witnesses and also took steps for post mortem examination of the deceased. He 

recorded the statement of witnesses and on completion of investigation submitted 

charge-sheet against the accused.  

On consideration of the above evidence of PWs, it is found that all the 

witnesses have corroborated each other with respect to date and place of 

occurrence. The vital witness PW 3 has given eye witness account of the incident. 

From her evidence as well as evidence of other PWs, it reveals that the deceased 

sustained injuries inflicted by the accused with stick on 2.10.2011 as a result the 

deceased died on 5.10.2011. However, the evidence of MO clearly indicates that the 

death was due to injuries sustained and it was ante-mortem in nature.  

I find that the PWs have given evidence in a consistent and convincing 

manner. So far as, the evidence of PWs in cross examination part is concerned it is 

found that PW 3 spoke that her husband was a habitual drunkard. However, there is 

absolutely no material contradiction or discrepancies in the cross part of the PWs 

regarding the fact of death of the deceased as a result of assault on the deceased by 

the accused.   

 The Ld. Counsel for the accused while arguing the case submitted that the 

deceased was a habitual drunkard and the death was due to excessive consumption 

of alcohol by the deceased and it is not the result of the assault as alleged. Further it 
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is submitted that police has not recovered the stick from the place of occurrence 

which would show that no stick was used for assaulting the deceased.  

On the other hand Ld. Addl. PP submitted that PW 3 the wife of the 

deceased has given true account of the incident and it is quite clear from her 

evidence that the deceased died as a result of injuries inflicted by the accused on 

the deceased.  

I have given my thoughtful consideration to the entire fact materials. So far 

as, evidence of PW 1 is concerned, it is quite clear that on the relevant date her son 

assaulted his father with a stick and he sustained grievous injuries. The medical 

evidence has fully supported the fact with respect to injuries sustained by the 

accused. In my considered opinion, the PWs have given evidence in a consistent and 

convincing manner and I find the evidence reliable and trustworthy. In my 

considered opinion the deceased died as a result of the injuries sustained by him 

due to assault by the accused and the non recovery of the stick cannot damage the 

prosecution case. 

Now let me see whether the evidence on record constitute offence of murder 

as define u/s 300 IPC, punishable u/s 302 IPC or it is a case of culpable homicide 

not amounting to murder as define u/s  299 IPC punishable u/s 304 (B).  

299 IPC. Culpable homicide – Whoever causes death by doing an act with the 

intention of causing death, or with the intention of causing such bodily injury as is 

likely to cause death, or with the knowledge that he is likely by such act to cause 

death, commits offence of culpable homicide.  

 

300 IPC, Murder : Except in the cases hereinafter excepted, culpable homicide is 

murder, if the act by which the death is caused is done with the intention of causing 

death, or 

2ndly – If it is done with the intention of causing such bodily injury as the offender 

knows to be likely to cause the death of the person to whom the harm is caused, or 
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3rdly – If it is done with the intention of causing bodily injury to any person and the 

bodily injury intended to be inflicted is sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to 

cause death, or 

4rthly – If the person committing the act knows that it is imminently 

dangerous that it must, in all probability, because death or such bodily injury as is 

likely to cause death, and commits such act without any excuse for incurring the risk 

of causing death or such injury as aforesaid. 

However there are 5 exceptions to section 300 IPC. These are: 

Exception 1.- Culpable homicide is not murder if the offender, whilst deprived of the power of self-

control by grave and sudden provocation, causes the death of the person who gave the provocation or 

causes the death of any other person by mistake or accident. 

Exception 2.- Culpable homicide is not murder if the offender, in the exercise in good faith of the 

right of private defence of person or property, exceeds the power given to him by law and causes the 

death of the person against whom he is exercising such right of defence without premeditation, and 

without any intention of doing more harm than is necessary for the purpose of such defence. 

Exception 3.- Culpable homicide is not murder is the offender, being a public servant or aiding a 

public servant acting for the advancement of public justice, exceeds the powers given to him by law, 

and causes death by doing an act which he, in good faith, believes to be lawful and necessary for the 

due discharge of his duty a such public servant and without ill-will towards the person whose death is 

caused. 

Exception 4.- Culpable homicide is not murder if it is committed without premeditation in a sudden 

fight in the heat of passion upon a sudden quarrel and without the offender‟s having taken undue 

advantage or acted in a cruel or unusual manner. 

Exception 5.- Culpable homicide is not murder when the person whose death is caused, being above 

the age of eighteen years, suffers death or takes the risk of death with his own consent. 

 To determine the question whether the offence committed by the accused is 

murder or not amounting to murder the Hon‟ble Supreme Court in catena of 

judgment has held as follows:   

 „That the question to be considered at first stage is whether the accused has 

done an act by doing which he has caused the death of another person. Proof of 

such casual connection between the act of the accused and the death leads to the 

second stage for consideration whether that act of the accused amounts to “culpable 
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homicide” as defined in section 299 IPC. If the answer of this question is prima facie 

found in the affirmative the stage is reached for considering the operation of section 

300, I.P. Code. This is the stage at which the court should determine whether the 

acts proved by the prosecution bring the case within the ambit of any of the four 

clauses of the definition of „murder‟ contained in section 300 IPC. If the answer to 

this question is in the negative the offence would be culpable homicide not 

amounting to murder punishable under the first or the second part of section 304, 

depending respectively on whether the second or the third clause of section 299 is 

applicable. If the question is found to be positive, but comes within any of the 

Exceptions enumerated in section 300, the offence would still be culpable homicide 

not amounting to murder punishable under the first part of section 304 IPC.‟   

  In the instant case, evidence of PW 3 discloses that the deceased attempted 

to assault her as he was angry for PW 3‟s failure to cook meal to his taste, and at 

that point of time the accused not only prevented his father from assaulting his 

mother but also gave him a beating which resulted in his dead.  

 It may be mentioned here that in this case the deceased died 3 days after 

the assault on him by the accused but fact remains that the assault resulted in his 

death. Here we can refer to Explanation 2 of Section 299 IPC: “where death is 

caused by bodily injury, the person who causes such bodily injury shall be 

deemed to have caused the death, although by resorting to proper remedies and 

skilful treatment the death might have been prevented.”  

Under the facts and circumstances, we find that the act of the deceased gave 

him sudden provocation and he lost the power of self-control and assaulted his 

father resulting in his death. So, the act by which the accused caused death of his 

father falls within exception 1 of Section 300 IPC which reads : Culpable homicide 

is not murder if the offender, whilst deprived of the power of self-control 

by grave and sudden provocation, causes the death of the person who 

gave the provocation or causes the death of any other person by mistake 

or accident.  

Further it is found from the evidence of PW 3 that the accused assaulted his 

father with a stick. So, it is quite clear that the accused had no intention to kill his 

father though he had the knowledge that the injuries inflicted by him on the vital 
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parts i.e. head and chest of the deceased was likely to cause death. So, it is found 

that he offence committed by the accused is culpable homicide not amounting to 

murder defined u/s 299 IPC and punishable u/s 304 part-II of IPC. 

 In view of what has been discussed above, I find that prosecution has been 

able to proved that the accused committed an offence of culpable homicide not 

amounting to murder punishable u/s 304 part-II of IPC beyond all reasonable doubt.    

 

O R D E R 

In the result, I find the accused Debaru Keot guilty u/s 304 part-II of IPC.  

Accordingly, he is convicted there under.  

Heard the accused person on the point of sentenced. He has submitted that 

he has been in jail hajot for about 3 years. The accused pleaded for mercy. I have 

considered the nature and gravity of the offence and also the circumstances in 

which the offence was committed.  

 Considering all aspect the accused is sentence to undergo Rigorous 

Imprisonment for 8 years and to pay a fine of Rs. 1000/- (Rupees One Thousand) in 

default R.I for another 6 months each. 

 Set off the period of detention. 

Furnish a copy of Judgment be given to the accused free of cost.  

Given under my hand and seal this 9th day of February, 2016. 

 

( S. DAS ) 

Additional Sessions Judge, 

Sonitpur :: Tezpur  

 


